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Abstract
A hierarchically small weak scale does not generally coincide with enhanced symmetry, but
it may still be exceptional with respect to vacuum energy. By analyzing the classical vac-
uum energy as a function of parameters such as the Higgs mass, we show how near-criticality,
i.e. fine-tuning, corresponds universally to boundaries where the vacuum energy transitions
from exactly flat to concave down. In the presence of quantum corrections, these boundary
regions can easily be perturbed to become maxima of the vacuum energy. After introduc-
ing a dynamical scalar field φ which scans the Higgs sector parameters, we propose several
possible mechanisms by which this field could be localized to the maximum. One possibility
is that the φ potential has many vacua, with those near the maximum vacuum energy ex-
panding faster during a long period of cosmic inflation and hence dominating the volume of
the Universe. Alternately, we describe scenarios in which vacua near the maximum could be
anthropically favored, due to selection of the late-time cosmological constant or dark matter
density. Independent of these specific approaches, the physical value of the weak scale in our
proposal is generated naturally and dynamically from loops of heavy states coupled to the
Higgs. These states are predicted to be a loop factor heavier than in models without this
mechanism, avoiding tension with experimental null results.
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3
1 Introduction
The colossal hierarchy between the weak scale and the Planck scale has been a central inspiration
for physics beyond the standard model (SM) for many decades. Considerable effort has been spent
building models that temper the electroweak hierarchy with additional symmetries of nature which
invariably entail new light degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, the long march of null results from
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has cast doubt on the viability of these models, and in turn the
original motivations of naturalness.
At such a remarkable juncture there is an impetus to revisit naturalness as a physical criterion.
Unfortunately, the concept of naturalness is often illustrated with a cartoonish picture in which a
fundamental scalar is light because formally infinite quantum corrections to its mass are delicately
balanced against bare mass counterterms in the Lagrangian. This picture is lacking as both infinite
quantities are scheme dependent and neither is actually observable, even in principle. Only their
sum, the physical mass, has invariant meaning. Furthermore, by the usual rules of quantum field
theory, when a counterterm for the mass exists, there is no recourse but to extract its value from
some physical quantity. In principle, this quantity might correspond to a boundary condition in
the deep infrared e.g. such as a pole mass, or alternatively, a boundary condition in the ultraviolet
such as a model parameter at short distances. The latter choice is reasonable if one assumes there
is a completely reductive and unified theory of the ultraviolet in which the scalar mass is finite
and calculable from independent theory parameters. In this case the scalar mass is a prediction
deduced from other observables and need not be measured independently. In such a context there
is an honest notion of unnaturalness, e.g., for a scalar whose calculable mass is tiny despite strong
sensitivity to the theory parameters defined in the ultraviolet. We adopt this viewpoint here.
The intractability of the hierarchy problem is tightly linked to the fact that the near-criticality
of a small weak scale does not generally correspond to a point of enhanced symmetry. In this paper,
we argue that while a small weak scale is not special with respect to symmetry, it can be special
with respect to energy in a broad class of models. Our logic is analogous to the axion solution of the
strong CP problem. As shown by Vafa and Witten [1], the vacuum energy of QCD is minimized for
vanishing θ parameter, indicating that the ground state of the theory is parity conserving. When θ
is promoted to the QCD axion field, the theory automatically relaxes to this minimum. From this
perspective, the success of the QCD axion hinges critically on the fact that the vacuum energy of
QCD is minimized for vanishing θ.
Here we ask: what is the analogous behavior of the vacuum energy as the electroweak scale
is varied? To be precise, consider the SM, where the vacuum energy receives contributions both
from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) as well as quantum corrections. In a fixed model
the vacuum energy is of course an absolute constant, but we can think of it as a function of other
“fundamental” parameters in the theory. If we introduce a dynamical field φ whose zero-mode value
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modulates these parameters, then the vacuum energy simply becomes the effective potential for φ.
For example in the SM, φ might control the Higgs mass by coupling as φ|H|2. Integrating out
all the SM particles generates a potential, Vvac(φ), describing how the vacuum energy varies with
respect to the parameter that φ scans. As we will show, at the classical level the vacuum energy
has a universal structure as a function of φ: a plateau along directions of unbroken electroweak
symmetry, bounded by decreasing, concave down regions where symmetry breaking occurs. Hence,
near-criticality always occurs when φ approaches the “cliff’s edge” of the classical vacuum energy.
Of course, the classical vacuum energy is corrected by quantum effects which are far from
negligible and are in fact the new guise of the hierarchy problem in this context. Indeed, the
radiative instability of Vvac(φ) reflects the fact that vacuum energy is sensitive to ultraviolet scales
as well as low-energy parameters scanned by φ. For example, any heavy particles which couple to
the Higgs will induce one-loop corrections to its mass. If φ only couples to heavy states through
loops of the Higgs, the vacuum energy Vvac(φ) is first corrected at two loops.1
Consequently, the universal classical structure described is robust provided that all states that
couple directly to the Higgs are heavier by at most two loops in mass squared, corresponding to
Λ . 10 TeV. As we will see, when the heavy particles roughly saturate this bound, their radiative
corrections generically tilt the classical potential so that the observed value of the weak scale
corresponds to the absolute maximum of the full quantum-corrected vacuum energy. For obvious
reasons, we will henceforth refer to this region as the “mountaintop”.
The fact that a small weak scale can coincide with the maximum of the vacuum energy suggests
a possible underlying “principle of maximal vacuum energy" in nature. But what reason have we
to live on the mountaintop? After all, fields automatically roll away from such maxima. To remedy
this, we add to the theory a bare potential Vmod(φ) with many small bumps across field space, e.g. as
would arise from a periodic potential. In general this will produce local vacua near the mountaintop.
Still, the question remains of how our present day Universe came to reside at such a place. To arrive
at the summit, we discuss several alternative mechanisms, ranging from conservative to exotic:
• In the simplest approach, we may take the height of Vmod(φ) to be sufficiently small, such that
there exist local minima only very close to the “summit” of the mountaintop potential Vvac,
where the weak scale is low, and not on the “slopes” with larger Higgs mass. Then one may
argue that the weak scale takes on the observed value because there exist no other nearby
vacua with a different value. This argument does not however explain why the Universe
realizes the initial condition placing φ near a stable vacuum on the mountaintop, instead of
rolling away from it to some distant value.
1It is crucial for our setup that the dominant quantum corrections to Vvac(φ) are mediated by the Higgs. This
occurs if φ has a shift symmetry broken only by its coupling to the Higgs. In this sense the Higgs acts as a “messenger”
communicating ultraviolet mass scales to φ. This assumption is violated if φ has a sizable bare potential to start or
couples directly to heavy states. Throughout, we take a conservative albeit legalistic approach of technical naturalness
whereby the bare potential for φ is taken to be of order the leading radiative corrections which generate it.
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• In order to explain why the mountaintop is a preferred initial condition for the observable
universe, we can utilize a recent and interesting proposal of Geller, Hochberg and Kuflik [2],
who attack the hierarchy problem by exploiting the fact that regions of higher vacuum energy
expand faster during inflation and thus populate greater volumes within the Universe. Since
the maximum of Vvac(φ) corresponds to the observed weak scale in our approach as well, this
inflationary attractor mechanism can be implemented.
• Another option is to use anthropic reasoning to motivate residing on the mountaintop. For ex-
ample, if φ controls the late-time dark matter density, then rolling off of the mountaintop could
constitute a catastrophic boundary. Another possibility is that the cosmological constant is
scanned by some additional landscape of degrees of freedom, e.g. four-form fluxes, which are
exponentially peaked at large values. In this case the anthropic constraint on the cosmological
constant makes it overwhelmingly likely that we reside at the maximum of Vvac(φ).
• Last of all, one could imagine dynamically settling to the mountaintop via more exotic mech-
anisms. If φ is promoted to a ghost field then it will roll simply roll to the maximum. Another
possibility is to introduce certain non-local operators involving the Higgs. While consistent,
this operator approach is peculiar since there are no dynamical modes involved.
The mechanisms for localizing our Universe to the maximum of Vvac(φ) are quite different but they
all share a common experimentally verifiable prediction. As noted earlier, the heavy states of mass
∼ few TeV generate radiative corrections that tilt the classical potential in a way that defines the
exact value of the weak scale. In this sense there is a tight correlation between the properties of
the new physics and the low-energy parameters.
2 Criticality and Vacuum Energy
In this section we discuss the generic behavior of the vacuum energy Vvac(φ) as φ scans the theory
through a critical point. We will decompose the vacuum energy into two components, a piece Vvac,0
arising at the classical level and a piece ∆Vvac generated by quantum corrections:
Vvac(φ) = Vvac,0(φ) + ∆Vvac(φ) (1)
We will see that the classical vacuum energy Vvac,0 has universal behavior: it is is flat in regions where
symmetry is restored and slopes downward whenever symmetry breaking occurs. The quantum
effects ∆Vvac typically alter this, but in a way that generically turns the critical boundary between
regions into maxima of the total vacuum energy Vvac(φ).
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2.1 Classical Potential
To begin, we work at the level of the classical potential, where the vacuum energy is dictated purely
by the equations of motion of dynamical fields.
2.1.1 General Argument
For simplicity, we study a theory of a real scalar H which depending on the potential, may or
may not acquire a vacuum expectation value (VEV) and induce spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Denoting the H potential by VH(H), we also add a scanning field φ which modulates some H
dependent operator O(H) such that O(0) = 0. This guarantees that O(H) is an order parameter
for the VEV of H. The full potential for H and φ is
V (H,φ) = VH(H) + φO(H), (2)
For example, taking O(H) ∝ H2 corresponds to scanning the Higgs mass, although as we will
discuss later, it is possible to scan any parameter in the potential.
Let us define v(φ) ≡ 〈H(φ)〉 to be the VEV of H at fixed value of φ, determined by solving the
zero mode equation of motion for H,
V ′H(v(φ)) + φO′(v(φ)) = 0 (3)
We define Vvac,0(φ) as the classical vacuum energy as a function of φ after integrating out H. Here
it suffices to plug the VEV of H back into the original potential,
Vvac,0(φ) = V (v(φ), φ) = VH(v(φ)) + φO(v(φ)). (4)
We can ascertain the critical points of Vvac,0 by taking its derivative with respect to φ
V ′vac,0(φ) = O(v(φ)). (5)
where we have used the H equation of motion in Eq. (3). In other words, the slope of the vacuum
energy is exactly the VEV of the operator O. Consequently, Vvac,0 slopes for values of φ in which
symmetry is broken and is flat for values of φ in which symmetry is restored.
Taking a second derivative of the vacuum energy, we obtain.
V ′′vac,0(φ) = O′(v(φ))v′(φ) (6)
Compare this to the first derivative with respect to φ of the H equation of motion in Eq. (3),
[V ′′H(v(φ)) + φO′′(v(φ))] v′(φ) +O′(v(φ)) = 0. (7)
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Here we observe that the quantity in the square brackets is simply m2(φ), the squared mass of
the physical H fluctuations about the vacuum. Solving for O′(v(φ)) and plugging back into our
expression for Vvac,0(φ)′′ yields
V ′′vac,0(φ) = −m2(φ)v′(φ)2 ≤ 0. (8)
The inequality follows because the H fluctuations about the vacuum should have positive mass for
a stable minimum.
The above results imply a universal shape for the classical vacuum energy Vvac,0(φ) when φ
linearly couples to some order parameter. It is completely flat for values of φ for which the symmetry
is unbroken. As shown earlier, the slope of the vacuum energy is equal to VEV of the order parameter
to which φ couples. For values of φ at which the symmetry is broken, the vacuum energy slopes
downwards with negative curvature. The result is sketched in the leftmost plot of Fig. 1.
The potential defined in Eq. (2) naively requires a quite specific choice of linear coupling of φ
to a single operator O. However in the context of smoothly varying scalar fields in effective field
theory, this choice is strongly motivated. In particular, consider that the field φ can a priori couple
via a more complicated interaction ∑i fi(φ)Oi(H) for various functions fi and operators Oi which
are assumed to be order parameters for the phase transition.
We can restrict our attention to the lowest dimension operator coupling φ to an operator Oi,
which is a linear coupling. Equivalently, we can Taylor expand the function fi(φ) to linear order
around the critical value φcrit where symmetry breaking occurs. The above assumption is in fact
exactly those of the Landau theory of phase transitions, used to describe universal behavior near a
critical point. Therefore in at least the Landau theory limit, some vicinity of the symmetry breaking
point, the form of Eq. 2 applies, as do the results of Eqs. 5 and 8.
2.1.2 Standard Model
As an example of the above, let us take the SM Higgs potential VH(H) = µ20|H|2 + λ0|H|4 and
introduce a scalar field φ which couples to the operator O(H) = g|H|2 + κ|H|4 for some coupling
constants g and κ. We have shifted notation to have H represent the usual complex SU(2) doublet
Higgs. Let us take v(φ) ≡
√
2H†H; i.e. v(φ) is the vev of a real scalar component of H. The φ field
simultaneously scans the Higgs mass and quartic coupling linearly. The potential can be written as
V (H,φ) = µ2(φ)|H|2 + λ(φ)|H|4, (9)
where µ2(φ) = µ20 + gφ and λ(φ) = λ0 +κφ. Let us assume λ(φ) > 0 for all φ of interest so that the
potential is bounded. The Higgs VEV is then expressed as
v(φ) =

0 , µ2(φ) ≥ 0√
−µ
2(φ)
λ(φ) , µ
2(φ) < 0 (10)
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Figure 1: Illustrative sketch of the contributions to the effective potential as a function of a field φ
which linearly scans the Higgs potential. The leftmost plot shows the classical potential Vvac,0 for
φ discussed in Sec. 2.1, which is zero for unbroken symmetry (m2(φ) > 0) and concave down in the
broken symmetry region (m2(φ) < 0). The middle plot shows the quantum potential ∆Vvac (Sec. 2.2)
induced for φ (for one possible sign), which is featureless in the neighborhood of m2(φ) = 0. The
rightmost plot shows the combination Vvac(φ), which gives a maximum for the vacuum energy at a
parametrically low value of m2(φ) and 〈H〉.
Plugging back into the potential, we obtain the vacuum energy,
Vvac,0(φ) =

0 , µ2(φ) ≥ 0
−µ
4(φ)
4λ(φ) , µ
2(φ) < 0 . (11)
The first derivative of the vacuum energy in the EWSB phase is
V ′vac,0(φ) =
1
2gv(φ)
2 + 14κv(φ)
4 = O(v(φ)) (12)
in accordance with Eq. (5). Furthermore the second derivative is
V ′′vac,0(φ) = −
1
2λ(φ)
[
g − κµ
2(φ)
λ(φ)
]2
< 0 (13)
so that for any value of g and κ the potential is concave down.
2.2 Quantum Potential
Thus far we have completely neglected the crucial effects of quantum corrections, which are of course
the entire origin of the hierarchy problem. The potential in Eq. (2) which we have assumed thus far
is not stable under quantum corrections induced by short-distance fluctuations. In particular, we
assumed that the field φ coupled only to an order parameter O(H) satisfying O(0) = 0. However,
loops of H particles will generate new operators which are independent of H but dependent on φ.
In this section we consider these effects for the Higgs potential in Eq. (9) and compute the quantum
corrected vacuum energy Vvac as a function of φ.
2.2.1 Indirect Coupling
In order to be very concrete about the physics of the sensitivity to ultraviolet scales, we will consider
the case where the scalar H couples to a new heavy particle of mass Λ with O(1) coupling constant.
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HX
H
φ
H
X
φ
H˜
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Higgs and φ potentials. (a) One-loop Higgs mass
correction due to Higgs couplings to a heavy particle X (shown as a fermion here). (b) Two-loop φ
tadpole mediated through the Higgs from a heavy X particle. (c) One-loop φ tadpole due to loops
of a heavy field H˜, e.g. a Higgsino, that couples directly to φ.
We do this to avoid irrelevant confusions having to do with ultraviolet regulators and scheme
dependence. Independent of the regulator, the scalar H receives a large, running contribution to its
mass proportional to Λ, reflecting the hierarchy problem. Hence, we will take the physical threshold
Λ as an effective ultraviolet cutoff everywhere.
For now let us assume that the field φ does not couple at tree-level to the heavy states. Nev-
ertheless, it will be sensitive to them through loops of H, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For simplicity
let us consider κ = 0 in the model defined in Eq. (9). That is, φ scans only the Higgs mass via
µ2(φ) = µ20 + gφ. Estimating the quantum corrected potential up to two loop order yields
∆V (H,φ) = −∆M2µ2(φ) + ∆µ2|H|2 + . . . , (14)
where we have defined the quantum corrections,
∆M2 ∼ Λ
2
(16pi2)2 and ∆µ
2 ∼ Λ
2
16pi2 , (15)
and the ellipses denote operators which we ignore because they are independent of φ or not power law
divergent and thus not ultraviolet sensitive. The above expressions hold up to O(1) dimensionless
coefficients which depend on the details of the ultraviolet completion. For reasons that will be later
apparent, we will assume an ultraviolet completion in which ∆M2 is positive. This binary choice
does not require tuning.
The quantum correction to the scalar mass, ∆µ2, is generated by one-loop diagrams with a
virtual heavy particle. On the other hand, ∆M2, parameterizing the φ tadpole contribution to the
vacuum energy term, is generated by two-loop diagrams with a virtual scalar and a virtual heavy
particle. This term is an echo of the hierarchy problem of H feeding in at higher loop into the bare
potential for φ.
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Next, we integrate out H, including both classical and quantum contributions. Without loss of
generality it will be convenient to redefine the classical mass
µ2(φ)→ µ2(φ)−∆µ2. (16)
This absorbs the one-loop shift of the mass into the definition of µ2(φ), and shifts the φ-independent
vacuum energy by a constant. The vacuum energy is then
Vvac,0(φ) + ∆Vvac(φ) = −∆M2µ2(φ) +

0 , µ2(φ) ≥ 0
−µ
4(φ)
4λ , µ
2(φ) < 0
+ . . . (17)
where the ellipses denote terms where are subdominant to those shown explicitly, either because
they are independent of φ or because they arise from scalar loops and enter at O(µ4(φ)/16pi2).
The quantum corrected potential has a maximum defined by the equation of motion,
V ′vac(φmax) = V ′vac,0(φmax) + ∆V ′vac(φmax) = 0, (18)
where φmax is the value of φ at the maximum of the vacuum energy. The solution is
µ2(φmax) = −2λ∆M2 (19)
The VEV of the Higgs (v(φ) =
√
2〈H(φ)〉) at this maximum is then
|v(φmax)|2 = 2∆M2 ∼ Λ
2
(16pi2)2
, (20)
so the EWSB scale at this point is determined by the leading quantum correction to the bare φ
potential. Note that ∆M2 is two loop factors suppressed from from the heavy scale Λ, compared
to the one-loop suppression of ∆m2.
2.2.2 Direct Coupling
On the other hand, it is possible for the field φ to couple directly to new heavy particles. Such
a circumstance is motivated by supersymmetry (SUSY), where H would naturally be embedded
within a chiral superfield. In components, the Lagrangian would include terms like
−L = (|µ(φ)|2 − Λ2)|H|2 + µ(φ)H˜H˜ + c.c., (21)
where µ(φ) = µ0 + yφ is a supersymmetric coupling that mediates scanning of the Higgs mass
and we have lifted H into a chiral multiplet by introducing a fermionic superpartner H˜. Here Λ
parameterizes the mass splitting between states, and is thus a measure of SUSY breaking which
also functions as an effective ultraviolet cutoff.
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At one loop, quadratically divergent corrections to the φ potential cancel by SUSY, while the
finite and log-divergent terms are of order
∆Vvac = −∆M2|µ(φ)|2 + . . . (22)
where ∆M2 ∼ Λ2/16pi2. If ∆M2 > 0, then ∆Veff can again balance against the vacuum energy
from EWSB to again create a maximum at
|v(φmax)|2 = 2∆M2 ∼ Λ
2
16pi2 , (23)
which is now only one loop factor down from the heavy scale Λ. Thus, when a direct coupling is
present, then Λ must be smaller in order to keep the weak scale light.
2.3 Resulting Mass Hierarchy
In Sec. 2.1 we computed in generality the vacuum energy Vvac(φ) produced by integrating out a field
H whose interaction parameters are effectively modulated by another scalar φ. As a function of φ,
the resulting vacuum energy Vvac will generically have maxima near critical points where symmetry
breaking occurs. In Sec. 2.2, we found that the Higgs VEV at the maximum is v2 = ∆M2, where
depending on the model, ∆M2 is generated with either one-loop or two-loop suppression from some
higher ultraviolet scale Λ. The observed small weak scale then places an upper bound on the scale
Λ and the masses of the associated states.
For instance, consider the case of the SM with the Higgs mass modulated by φ. In the absence
of additional symmetries, heavy particles which couple to the H must have mass . 16pi2vobs, where
vobs is observed EWSB scale, i.e. ∼ 246 GeV for the SM Higgs. Moreover, the heavy particles which
couple directly to φ must have mass . 4pivobs. When these bounds are nearly saturated, the EWSB
scale v is actually dynamically generated by these heavy mass scales.
We can apply this order of magnitude logic to the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) as well. If the SUSY mass term for the Higgs superfield is modulated by φ, then we require
the Higgsino and scalar Higgs partners to have mass . 4pivobs ∼ 1 TeV. This can be compared to
the usual expectation that the Higgsino mass should be of order the weak scale ∼ 100 GeV in the
absence of tuning. Similarly the gauginos and sfermions can have masses up to ∼ 4pi larger than in
the MSSM without fine-tuning, e.g. the stops and gluinos could be as heavy as a few TeV. In Sec. 5
we will discuss a MSSM-like model and the resulting predictions in more detail.
3 Minima on the Maximum
We have studied a generic class of theories in which parameters in the Higgs sector are effectively
modulated by a field φ. After integrating out the Higgs, we obtain a quantum corrected vacuum
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energy with a maximum corresponding to a parametrically small EWSB scale, vobs. For the SM
model retrofitted with φ, the vacuum energy becomes
Vvac(φ) =
 −λ [v(φ)
2 − v2obs]2 /4 = −g2φ2/4λ , µ2(φ) ≤ 0
−gv2obsφ/2 + λv4obs/4 , µ2(φ) > 0
. (24)
where we have chosen to define the location of the maximum, where v(φ) = vobs, as the origin for
φ. If one has a reason why φ should reside near the peak or “mountaintop” of this vacuum energy,
then this would explain the smallness of the observed weak scale. A minimal condition for this
is that φ is somehow stabilized near this region. In this section we present a simple model where
vacua reside on the mountaintop.
3.1 Model Definition
We have assumed thus far that any potential for φ is smooth enough to be linearly approximated in
the region where φ scans through the EWSB transition. Since the response of the vacuum energy to
symmetry breaking then always yields a concave-down contribution (Eq. (8)), we can never obtain
a local minimum for Vvac. To avoid this conclusion we introduce new terms to the φ potential that
are sufficiently nonlinear as the weak scale is scanned, so stable minima can exist. In the simplest
possible scenario, we add by hand an additional small “bare” φ-dependent contribution to the
vacuum energy Vmod(φ). By construction, this bare potential alone will produce vacua over a range
of field space, and has no intrinsic preference for a small EWSB scale. In our geographical analogy,
Vmod(φ) effectively adds small ridges to the broader mountaintop feature of Vvac, as sketched in
Fig. 3. One particularly interesting possibility, discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, is that these ridges could be
large enough to stabilize φ on the mountaintop where the weak scale is low but not on the slopes
with larger Higgs mass. We will not always require this though when we discuss various mechanisms
for predicting a low weak scale in Sec. 4.
3.1.1 Pseudo-Goldstone Boson Realization
Consider the SM example with vacuum energy given by Eq. (24). This vacuum energy is generated
from both classical and quantum effects, producing a maximum at the field value for which the
EWSB scale v(φ) is the observed small value vobs. We now want to add a bare potential for φ
which can accommodate minima for a range of φ values. A natural candidate to add is a periodic
contribution which is invariant under a discrete shift symmetry φ→ φ+ 2pif ,
Vmod(φ) = M4 cos
φ
f
(25)
where M and f are constants and perturbative control requires M . f . This bare contribution can
be highly nonlinear even as Eq. (24) remains an accurate expansion of the non-periodic component
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Figure 3: Illustrative sketch of a mechanism for generating local minima of the φ field with low weak
scale. The first plot on the right depicts the general form of the effective potential/vacuum energy
Vvac(φ) discussed in Sec. 2, with a local maximum at the value of φ corresponding to low weak
scale. If we add to this an independent periodic component for the φ potential Vmod(φ) (middle
plot), then the resulting total vacuum energy has the form shown in the rightmost plot, with local
minima existing sufficiently close to the extremum of the original vacuum energy Vvac.
Vvac of the vacuum energy. The result for the total vacuum energy including all contributions is
illustrated in Fig. 3. On its own, the periodic potential Vmod features an infinite discretum of vacua
(local minima), all exactly degenerate. Adding Vvac then breaks the degeneracy of the vacua, and
can cause them to disappear entirely as its slope becomes large.
The coexistence of periodic and non-periodic couplings for a field φ, i.e. axion monodromy, is
technically natural and has various ultraviolet completions in both field theory [3, 4, 5, 6] and string
theory [7, 8, 9]. Alternately, instead of considering non-periodic couplings for φ, one could imagine
that φ is truly periodic and the linear couplings we invoke are simply expansions for a function of φ
with very large period F  f . Exponentially large ratios of periods can be dynamically generated
through “clockwork” models [10, 11, 12].
This application of monodromy for a field scanning the Higgs mass may recall the relaxion
model [13]. However, relaxion models require a periodic φ potential which turns on in response to
EWSB and but is small otherwise, while the periodic potential we invoke is completely independent
of EWSB. We further discuss the comparison between our approach and the relaxion model [13] in
App. B.
The total φ potential in the SM-like model in the EWSB region is then
V (φ) = Vvac(φ) + Vmod(φ) = − g
2
4λφ
2 +M4 cosφ/f (26)
In order for this potential to have local minima at all, the second derivative with respect to φ must
be positive at some points. Since symmetry breaking gives negative V ′′vac ∼ −g2/λ, we need
V ′′mod ∼M4/f 2 & g2/λ, (27)
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to even have minima in the EWSB region. Barring any fine-tuned cancellation, the resulting mass
of φ around the local minima is m2φ ∼ V ′′mod & g2/λ. We must also have
gf . λv2obs, (28)
so that the minima scan the Higgs mass finely enough to achieve the observed weak scale.
3.1.2 Vacua at Observed Weak Scale Only
One interesting possibility for this model is that local minima in φ do not exist when the weak scale
is either zero (unbroken EW symmetry phase) or significantly larger than the observed value. In
this case, all vacua in the mountaintop region correspond to a parametrically small weak scale. We
will make use of this in Sec. 4.1.3 and Sec. 4.2.1.
Since the slope of Vvac is ∼ gv2obs in the symmetry preserving region or ∼ gv(φ)2 in the EWSB
region, the minima disappear away from low weak scale if
V ′mod ∼M4/f . gv2obs. (29)
We can use this relation together with Eq. (27) to obtain bounds on the mass and coupling of φ in
this scenario:
m2φ ∼M4/f 2 .M2 ∼
V ′mod√
V ′′mod
.
√
λv2obs. (30)
g &M4/fv2obs ∼ m2φf/v2obs & m3φ/v2obs (31)
3.2 Model Constraints
3.2.1 Stability Bounds
The local minima of this model are of course only metastable, allowing tunneling through the
potential barriers to lower minima or to a runaway.
First, let us consider the zero temperature stability of these vacua. In the thin-wall approxima-
tion, the rate to tunnel through the nearest potential barrier is
Γ(φ) ∼ f 4 exp−S(φ) where S(φ) ∼ 55296
pi
× M
8f
g3 [v2(φ)− v2obs]3
, (32)
corresponding to a lifetime which can easily be much longer than the age of the Universe for
parameters satisfying the conditions outlined previously.
Second, consider the stability of these vacua at finite temperature. If the Higgs field is thermal-
ized in the early Universe, then the effective potential for φ will be quite different then, even if φ
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itself is not thermalized. If the Universe reaches temperatures greater than the observed zero tem-
perature EWSB scale, T & vobs, then a coupling of the form gφ|H|2 will induce a thermal potential
term, Vth(φ) ∼ gT 2φ. This will destabilize the local minima near the original mountaintop region
when the temperature is above some critical value T∗ such that
gT 2∗ ∼M4/f (33)
If the zero-temperature vacua are destabilized, φ rolls away from the mountaintop while the
temperature is high. The terminal velocity of the φ field is φ˙ ∼ V ′th(φ)/H where H ∼ T 2/mPl is
the Hubble rate. This gives an approximately constant velocity of φ˙ ∼ gmPl. Meanwhile, the age
of the Universe at T & T∗ is t ∼ mPl/T 2∗ , so that the total field traversal of φ is ∆φT ∼ gm2Pl/T 2∗ .
The region in which the weak scale is of order ∼ vobs has size ∆φweak ∼ λv2obs/g, so in order for φ
not to roll out of this region while the Universe is hot we need ∆φT < ∆φweak, or
g3 . λv2obsM4/(m2Plf) (34)
In the particular case where minima only exist for low weak scale, i.e. Eq. (29) holds, this gives
g .
√
λv2obs/mPl, or ∆φweak &
√
λmPl. In other words, in order for φ to be able to scan the weak
scale by an amount  v2obs, it must scan over a field range > mPl.
Note however that the constraint Eq. (34) is not necessary if the reheating temperature is below
the EWSB scale vobs, in which case the thermal correction to the potential is subdominant.
3.2.2 Observational Constraints
For small excitations around a vacuum, the φ field appears as a scalar with mass mφ ∼M2/f and
a super-renormalizable coupling to the Higgs gφ|H|2. The effective dimensionless coupling of φ to
the Higgs is g2/m2φ, which using Eq. (27) is bounded g
2
m2
φ
. λ; i.e. φ is always weakly coupled
(barring tuning). For g2/m2φ sufficiently large there are various probes for φ depending on the mass,
including rare decays and branching ratio modifications at colliders [14, 15], and searches for fifth
forces and/or equivalence principle violation [16]. However, since the coupling g is allowed to be
very weak, even in the scenario of Sec. 3.1.2 where the lower bound Eq. (31) applies, φ may be
essentially invisible to such probes.
Oscillations of φ around a local minimum can contribute to the dark matter density. If φ is
initially displaced from a minimum, with typical initial excess energy ∼ M4, then the current φ
dark matter density is roughly
ρφ ∼ M
4
m
3/2
φ
T 3CMB
M
3/2
pl
(35)
where TCMB is the current CMB temperature. For appropriate parameters this could constitute the
observed total DM density. For very light masses, mφ . 10−6 eV, the oscillation in “fundamental”
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parameters such as the electron mass caused by the oscillating background of φ could potentially
be detectable through various experimental techniques [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. This
phenomenology is essentially similar to that realized in relaxion models, see e.g. [26, 27, 28, 29],
except for the absence of the axion-like coupling φG˜G. Accounting for the bound on the effective
coupling g2/m2φ < λ, current constraints do not rule out any viable parameter space for the model,
though some proposed experiments [17, 22, 23] may have enough sensitivity to begin probing the
model.
3.2.3 Evolution to Distant Vacua
Until now we have largely focused on the mountaintop feature of the quantum-corrected vacuum
energy Vvac and the conditions to generate stable vacua near it. However, the basic physical con-
straint that energy is bounded from below implies that at large field values, the vacuum energy
must eventually slope back upwards, yielding “valleys” in the vacuum energy which are also stable.
Because such valleys are dynamical attractor regions for φ, one should be concerned that in a
generic cosmology φ should be expected to reside there rather than in the mountaintop region with
low weak scale. For example, suppose that in different Hubble patches of the early Universe φ takes
on different initial values, with a uniform probability distribution over field space. Then if φ evolves
classically, it will roll to the valley in most regions of the Universe, since the basin of attraction for
the valley is much larger than that for the vacua near the mountaintop.
In what follows we will discuss a few different approaches to avoid this outcome. For example,
in Sec. 4.1, regions with φ settled on the mountaintop will inflate much faster than those in the
valley, while in Sec. 4.2.1 we argue that anthropic considerations could disfavor cosmologies which
feature rolling to the valley.
3.3 Late-time Cosmological Constant
In our discussion thus far we have computed the potential for an evolving scalar field φ by recasting
it as the vacuum energy as a function of a mass parameter modulated by φ. However, we have not
been concerned with the total, field-independent value of the vacuum energy, i.e. the cosmological
constant (CC). In fact, in the model as described thus far, we have treated the total vacuum energy
as only depending on the value of φ, so different φ vacua necessarily have different cosmological
constant. This correlation between the value of the weak scale and the CC will break down however
if there exists some other sector, decoupled from φ and the Higgs sector, which can scan the CC,
i.e. through its own landscape of vacua. For most of what follows we will assume that the CC is
set to nearly zero independently of the value of φ. An exception will be in Sec. 4.2.2, where we
will consider how the φ-dependent part of the vacuum energy could potentially affect the statistical
distribution of the total CC.
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4 Mechanisms for Emergent Criticality
By adding a bare potential we have effectively engineered a landscape for the vacuum energy in
which the vacua with highest energy are those with a hierarchically small EWSB scale. In this
section we propose several distinct approaches to achieving a cosmology in which our Universe
settles into one of these vacua.
4.1 Inflationary Attractors
Of course, vacua near the mountaintop are not attractor solutions for the evolution of scalar fields,
which naturally roll to lower energies. However, the mountaintop can become an attractor in the
presence of gravity, since greater vacuum energy induces faster spacetime expansion and thus more
spatial volume for observers to form [30, 31]. In a recent and quite interesting paper [2], Geller,
Hochberg and Kuflik proposed precisely such a model in which the EWSB scale is modulated by
a dynamical scalar field. By construction, the potential energy as a function of this field has a
maximum coinciding with hierarchically small values of the weak scale. They then showed that
after a long enough period of inflation the volume of the Universe can be dominated by Hubble
patches with low weak scale. The model of Ref. [2] arranges for a sawtooth-like maximum in the
vacuum energy at a low value of the weak scale by having the weak scale control a first-order phase
transition in another light field with QCD-axion-like couplings. In this section we will consider the
application of essentially the same inflationary attractor mechanism to our class of models in which
a smooth local maximum appears in response to EWSB. The comparison of our approach with that
of Ref. [2] is discussed further in App. B.
In an inflating spacetime, a field φ may take on different classical values in different Hubble
patches, while quantum fluctuations will cause the field values to undergo a “random walk” as
space expands. At least when considering finite spatial volumes, we may describe the distribution
of φ across different Hubble patches by a function P (φ, t) satisfying a modified version of the
Fokker-Planck (F-P) equation (see e.g. Refs. [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]):
∂P
∂t
= ∂
∂φ
[
H(φ)3
8pi2
∂P
∂φ
+ V
′(φ)
3H(φ)P
]
+ 3H(φ)P (36)
If we ignore the 3H(φ)P term, then the above is the ordinary Fokker-Planck equation which de-
scribes a normalized probability distribution with diffusion constant ∝ H3(φ) and a drift term
∝ V ′(φ)/H(φ). The 3H(φ)P term however causes P (φ, t) to increase in proportion to the local
expansion of space, so that P (φ, t) becomes an un-normalized, volume-weighted probability distri-
bution for the field value φ at time t.
We will consider the evolution of P (φ, t) during a period of slow-roll inflation, starting from
some initial distribution P (φ, t = 0) describing some finite initial volume which will expand until
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the end of inflation at time tend. As usual, the FRW time-slices should be chosen to coincide with
surfaces of constant inflaton field value. We will assume that the φ-dependent vacuum energy V (φ)
varies by a small amount compared to the total inflationary energy density. Let us denote the φ-
independent component of the inflationary energy density as Vinf , with corresponding Hubble rate
Hinf =
√
Vinf/3m2Pl, and take these to be constant throughout inflation for simplicity. The Hubble
rate as a function of φ can be expressed as H(φ) = Hinf + ∆H(φ) where
∆H(φ) ∼ 12
V (φ)
Vinf
Hinf . (37)
This differential Hubble rate will cause regions of different V (φ) to expand by different amounts
over timescales τ∆H ∼ 1/∆H(φ), which occurs after Hinfτ∆H ∼ Vinf/V (φ) e-foldings of inflation.
Although τ∆H may be a relatively long time-scale, this differential expansion can easily become
a dominant effect in Eq. (36) after this time since the other terms are diffusive and probability-
conserving. In the following sections we will consider a few different possibilities for the evolution
of P (φ, t) which could lead to regions of low weak scale dominating the late-time volume.
Regardless of the specifics of how P (φ, t) evolves, the inflationary background must satisfy a few
constraints. In order to justify integrating out the Higgs field to obtain Vvac(φ), we must assume
that fluctuations of the Higgs are small during inflation, implying
Hinf . vobs (38)
which requires a relatively low inflationary scale Vinf . H2infm2Pl ∼ (1010 GeV)4. As in Ref. [2],
we will also assume that this inflationary potential energy is much larger than the vacuum energy
scanned by φ, i.e. V (φ)  Vinf everywhere, so that φ has a perturbative effect on the rate and
duration of slow-roll inflation, and the Universe is never vacuum energy dominated at the end of
inflation.
We will require a long period of inflation in order for a low weak scale to dominate. However as
in Ref. [2] we wish to avoid considering eternal inflation and the associated measure problem. This
criterion bounds the maximum number of e-foldings by (see e.g. Refs. [36, 37, 38, 2])
Ne−folds . m
2
Pl
H2inf
∼ m
4
Pl
Vinf
(39)
to avoid an eternally inflating regime.
The observable volume of our Universe arose from the expansion of a single Hubble patch or
“progenitor patch” over the last Nobs ∼ 50 e-folds of inflation. In addition to ensuring that φ
most probably takes on a value corresponding to low weak scale in this progenitor patch, we should
require that φ does not fluctuate too much during the last Nobs ∼ 50 e-folds of expansion, so that
at late times φ settles into a single local minimum throughout our observed Universe. (If this were
not the case, there would be domains of varying weak scale and vacuum energy in the Universe,
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and any regions of negative vacuum energy could potentially destroy the rest of spacetime [39].) In
the Fokker-Planck language, we can describe the distribution of φ in the spacetime descendant from
a progenitor patch with field value φ0 by some P (φ, t) with initial condition P (φ, ti) = δ(φ − φ0).
Requiring that it is unlikely to find φ near a different local minimum after Nobs e-folds amounts to
the condition P (φ0 ± pif, t = ti +NobsH−1inf ) . exp(−3Nobs) (after normalizing the distribution P ).
4.1.1 Case I: φ Diffuses Freely
In some neighborhood of the mountaintop the potential for φ can be written as
V (φ) = − g
2
4λφ
2 +M4 cosφ/f (40)
where we have chosen the origin of φ to correspond to the maximum of the potential at which
the EWSB is near its observed value. To understand the effects of the periodic potential, one can
first consider the limit in which differential expansion, described by the 3HP term in Eq. (36),
can be ignored. In this case the Fokker-Planck equation has a steady-state solution P (φ, t) ∝
exp [−8pi2V (φ)/3H4inf ] [34]. Hence, if M4  H4inf , then P (φ, t) will be extremely suppressed away
from the local minima of the cosφ/f potential, while in the opposite regime M4  H4inf the cosine
barriers can be ignored. We discuss fully the effects of including differential expansion in App. A,
with the same conclusion that the cosine potential is negligible when M4  H4inf .
Alternatively, when M4  H4inf the periodic bare potential M4 cosφ/f has negligible effect on
the evolution of P (φ, t), e.g. see Fig. 4(a). In this case we need only consider the evolution of
P (φ, t) in response to the potential V (φ) ∼ −g2φ2/λ. In App. A we discuss the solution of the
modified Fokker-Planck equation in Eq. (36) with a quadratic potential of either sign by finding an
eigenvalue decomposition, drawing on the results of Appendix B of Ref. [38]. At late times P (φ, t)
will approach a steady-state solution corresponding to the mode with the smallest decay rate, which
is a Gaussian centered at φ = 0.
In the regime of interest to us, the width σφ of the Gaussian can be determined by requiring that
at large φ the differential expansion term 3∆HP = −12 g
2
λHinf
φ2
m2Pl
P balances against the rolling term
(V ′/3H)P ∼ −23 g
2
λHinf
φP ′ ∼ 23 g
2
λHinf
φ2
σ2
φ
P (the other terms in the modified Fokker-Planck equation
are subdominant at large φ if we are in the regime of small δ as defined in App. A). This gives
σφ = 2mPl/
√
3.2 In order to predict the correct weak scale, we want v(φ) to vary by less than O(1)
within this width, i.e. gσφ . λv2obs or
g . λv
2
obs
mPl
(41)
2This of course requires that the field space of φ has size & mPl. There are various conjectures (e.g. Refs. [40,
41, 42]) suggesting that scalar field excursions should be sub-Planckian in theories of quantum gravity, including
proposals based on scalar analogues of the weak gravity conjecture [43, 44, 45, 46]. However, in Ref. [47] it was
argued that violation of the weak gravity conjecture (for vectors or scalars) can emerge in low-energy EFT without
causing any pathological behavior.
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As discussed in App. A, provided that the initial P (φ, t = 0) is not too localized away from the
peak (specifically, that it has at least a Gaussian tail of width ∼ mPl overlapping the region φ = 0),
it will relax to the steady-state distribution over a typical time τr ∼ λHinf/g2. Requiring inflation
to last longer than Hinfτr gives
Ne−folds & λH
2
inf
g2
. (42)
In order to also satisfy the bound Eq. (39) on the duration of slow-roll inflation, we must have
g2/λ & H4inf/m2Pl (43)
Therefore when the above conditions on g,Ne−folds and P (φ, t = 0) are satisfied, the distribution
P (φ, t) at the end of inflation will be dominated by the mountaintop where the weak scale is low.
As discussed above we should also verify that φ typically occupies a single local minimum in the
volume that will form our observable Universe, which forms from a single progenitor patch after the
last Nobs ∼ 50 e-folds of expansion. Let us require that this time is much less than the dynamical
relaxation time, i.e. Nobs  λH2inf/g2. Then given a progenitor patch with some field value φ0, the
field values in its descendant Hubble patches will be determined by a simple random walk (pure
diffusion in terms of the F-P equation), giving a distribution of φ that is Gaussian with variance
∼ NobsH2inf . The requirement that there is low probability to find φ displaced by order f in the
resulting volume translates to exp[−f 2/(NobsH2inf)] . exp[−3Nobs], or f & NobsHinf , which is easily
satisfied.
4.1.2 Case II: φ Locally Trapped
The opposite regime to consider for V (φ) in Eq. (40) is the case where the periodic potential is large
enough to strongly suppress diffusion of φ, which occurs when M4 & H4inf (Fig. 4(b)). As discussed
above, without differential expansion this would simply cause P (φ, t) to accumulate around local
minima of the potential with an exponentially suppressed rate to diffuse through the barriers to
other regions. Including the effect of differential expansion, P (φ, t) still localizes around minima
provided that f < mPl (see App. A), though in the opposite regime P (φ, t) will instead localize
around maxima of the potential, as noted in Ref. [38]. We will focus on f < mPl so as to avoid φ
potentially exiting the region of low weak scale when it rolls classically after the end of inflation.
Since the probability density P (φ, t) can neither roll over or diffuse through the periodic barriers,
it is clear that the local minima with maximal vacuum energy will come to dominate due to differ-
ential expansion, provided they are populated with some non-zero initial density. The difference in
Hubble rate between a point with the correct weak scale and regions with O(1) higher weak scale is
∆H ∼ Hinf λv
4
obs
Vinf
, so a low weak scale becomes exponentially favored on the timescale τ∆H ∼ 1/∆H
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(a) Case I: φ diffuses over barriers,
P (φ, t) reaches steady-state with some
spread around mountaintop
(b) Case II: P (φ, t) is trapped near local
minima, but regions with higher vacuum
energy expand faster
(c) Case III: φ is trapped when close to the mountaintop, and otherwise rolls down to a valley with
much lower vacuum energy
Figure 4: Sketch of the potential V (φ) for the three different scenarios for the evolution of P (φ, t).
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which can be realized for
Ne−folds & Hinfτ∆H ∼ Vinf
λv4obs
. (44)
Note that the above condition is also necessary in the previous case, where it follows from Eq. (42)
and Eq. (41). In order for regions near φ = 0 to actually dominate after the time given above, their
initial population should not be too suppressed. Using similar reasoning as discussed in App. A, we
find that it is sufficient for the initial density to be of the form P (φ, t) ∼ exp[−(φ − φi)2/σ20] with
σ0 > λv
2
obs/g and φi arbitrary.
The above discussion assumes that the rate of transitions between vacua, which occur through
the Hawking-Moss instanton [48] with suppression ∼ exp(−16pi2M4/9H4inf), is slower than the
timescale Eq. (44) over which weak-scale vacua dominate. This condition also implies that if φ began
in a particular vacuum in some progenitor Hubble patch, then there is an extremely suppressed
probability to explore any other vacua in the Nobs ≈ 50 e-folds of expansion that produce our
observed Universe.
4.1.3 Case III: φ Populates only Mountaintop and Valley
The lower bound on Ne−folds in Eq. (44) is quite large compared to the ∼ 60 e-folds required by
the horizon problem, since Vinf should be taken to be much larger than the weak scale if V (φ) is
to be everywhere treated as a small perturbation of the inflationary energy density. While this is
somewhat peculiar, it is not necessarily inconsistent, as this lower bound can be well below the
maximal Ne−folds that can be realized for non-eternal slow-roll inflation, Eq. (39). However, it is
interesting to ask whether it is possible for a low weak scale to dominate within a shorter period of
inflation. This could be possible if φ can only populate two regions during inflation, the mountaintop
where the weak scale is low and a valley which forms when the potential starts to turn up again
due to some other dynamics of φ (illustrated in Fig. 4(c)). Let us denote the value of the weak
scale where the expansion V (φ) = −λv(φ)4/4 starts to break down as vmax. Then the difference in
Hubble rate between the mountaintop and the valley is at least (λv4max/Vinf)Hinf and the necessary
number of e-folds becomes
Ne−folds & Vinf
λv4max
. (45)
which could conceivably be O(100).
Let us outline the conditions necessary to achieve such a scenario. As in Sec. 3.1.2, we will require
that the periodic potential is small enough that it only creates minima in some neighborhood of
φ = 0 where the weak scale is low; however it must also be tall enough that φ does not diffuse
through it, giving
H4inf < M
4 < gv2obsf. (46)
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With these conditions, any initial probability density P (φ, t) very close to φ = 0 will be trapped by
the barriers with an exponentially suppressed rate to leak out, while in regions where v(φ) & vobs, φ
feels a classical potential ∼ −g2φ2/λ with no barriers. Let us for now simply consider the classical
evolution of φ in this region. As φ rolls down the quadratic it grows exponentially on the timescale
τ ∼ λHinf/g2, so the number of e-folds required for it to settle to a distant valley is
Ne−folds & λH2inf/g2. (47)
This constraint is trivial if g >
√
λHinf , in which case φ rapidly rolls to the minimum at the valley
and oscillates, losing most of its kinetic energy after just a few e-folds.
If we account for diffusion of φ, but neglect differential expansion (as is appropriate if φ rolls over
a range less than mPl), then the steady-state distribution is P (φ, t) ∝ exp [−8pi2V (φ)/3H4inf ]. Since
v4max  v4obs & H4inf , the distribution away from the minima on the mountaintop will concentrate in
regions with v(φ) ∼ vmax. If differential expansion is important, i.e. the range for φ is greater than
mPl, then on the slope of the mountaintop the analysis of App. A is applicable , where we find that
around an inverted quadratic potential P (φ, t) decays at a rate ∼ −g2/λHinf or greater, which is
the same timescale found above.
Therefore with the above conditions, an initial approximately uniform distribution of P (φ, t)
will evolve to include one population where φ is trapped in a stable region near the mountaintop
(i.e. low weak scale) and another population with φ rolling away to a distant minima of V (φ) and
settling there. Even if the initial field space in which φ is stable and gives the correct weak scale is
very small, it will exponentially expand and dominate on timescales greater than that of Eqs. (45)
and (47).
In order for this scenario to actually produce a low weak scale with only the modest duration
of inflation given by Eq. (45), the reheating temperature of the Standard Model must be below the
weak scale. If this were not the case, then as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1 there is an upper bound on
g given by Eq. (34) in order for φ not to roll away from the zero-temperature minimum. When
combined with Eq. (46) this gives g2 < λv4obs/m2Pl. Then Eq. (47) implies that inflation must last
for at least Ne−folds & H2infm2Pl/λv4obs ∼ Vinf/λv4obs e-folds, i.e. no improvement over the bound of
Eq. (44) which applied for the preivous two cases.
4.2 Anthropic Arguments
In the previous section we described how the Universe could dynamically evolve to be dominated
by Hubble patches with maximal vacuum energy after a long period of low-scale inflation. In the
absence of these dynamics, e.g. if inflation does not last sufficiently long, one would instead expect
φ to populate its field space relatively uniformly in different Hubble patches. In this case we must
ask why we happen to live in a Universe with maximal vacuum energy with respect to φ. In this
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section we propose anthropic arguments for this condition, based on the late-time dark matter
density (Sec. 4.2.1) and cosmological constant (Sec. 4.2.2).
It should be emphasized that we will be discussing anthropic motivations for living near a
maximum of the vacuum energy, not for a low weak scale directly. This approach is therefore
distinct from the “atomic principle” argument for anthropic selection of the weak scale [49]. In
particular, our arguments will not depend on the precise values of SM parameters such as the
Yukawa couplings.
4.2.1 Avoiding the Valley
Recall from Sec. 3.1.2 that the periodic bare potential may create stable vacua on the mountaintop
only in the region where the weak scale is low, provided that Eq. (29) holds, i.e.
V ′mod ∼M4/f . gv2obs. (48)
With this condition, any point near the mountaintop with the wrong value of the weak scale will be
unstable. However, as noted in Sec. 3.2.3, the vacuum energy Vvac is ultimately expected to have
some minimum or “valley” around some point φmin far away from the mountaintop feature at φmax
which we have focused on. This valley is the actual classical attractor of φ, absent the effects of a
long period of low-scale inflation as discussed in the previous section.
The mass of φ around the valley (ignoring the periodic potential) is expected to be similar to the
curvature at the mountaintop ∼ g2 by naturalness. Then there will be a similar number of stable
local minima within the valley as around the mountaintop. But given an initial uniform distribution
for φ over different Hubble patches, most regions will start with φ on the unstable “slope,” such
that φ rolls towards the valley and oscillates about it, eventually settling to one of the minima in
the valley where the Higgs mass is large. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.
However, in Hubble patches with this typical evolution, the oscillation of φ gives a very large
dark matter density compared to Hubble patches settled on the mountaintop, which could be
anthropically catastrophic. The DM density in the case that φ begins trapped near a local minimum
on the mountaintop was discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. In this case φ starts with typical excess energy
∼M4 relative to the minimum and oscillates with frequency mφ ∼M2/f & g/
√
λ. In contrast, if φ
rolls down the slope and oscillates across the valley, it will start with a very large energy relative to
the minima in the valley, at least  v4obs M4, and will oscillate at a lower frequency ∼ g  mφ.
The combination of large initial energy density and lower oscillation frequency (i.e. more time
before the energy starts decaying as a−3) implies that the late-time dark matter abundance (more
precisely the dark-matter-to-photon ratio) is always parametrically larger in the case of φ rolling
down the slope compared to staying on the mountaintop.
Various considerations for anthropic bounds on the dark matter abundance (e.g. Refs. [50, 51])
suggest upper bounds of 102− 105 times the observed value. So in models in which the dark matter
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Figure 5: Sketch of a potential for φ as considered in Sec. 4.2.1, featuring both “mountaintop” and
“valley” regions. With the inclusion of a periodic bare potental, stable vacua may exist near the
mountaintop and the valley (green shaded regions) but not on the “slope” in between (red shaded
region). While it is generic for φ to begin somewhere in the large slope region, its resulting evolution
can produce extremely large dark matter densities, so that only cosmologies with φ starting on the
mountaintop or in the valley may be anthropically viable.
density varies continuously with some parameter, such as the QCD axion with large fa, anthropic
considerations usually do not suffice to explain the observed abundance. However, in our model the
dark matter abundance is sharply discontinuous depending on whether or not φ is trapped near a
local minimum, so anthropic arguments can have significant exclusionary force even if the upper
bound on the dark matter abundance is taken to be quite large.
In summary, for appropriate choice of parameters it is possible that the only anthropically viable
cosmologies are those with φ oscillating around a single local minimum on the mountaintop or valley.
Since these we expect a similar number of vacua in the two regions, it is at least typical for viable
Hubble patches to have a low weak scale (live on the mountaintop).
4.2.2 Seeking the Mountaintop
As we have emphasized, any model which scans the Higgs mass necessarily scans the vacuum
energy, i.e. the cosmological constant (CC). Thus the smallness of the Higgs mass and the CC are
potentially intertwined problems. The CC problem itself is often addressed by invoking anthropic
selection from a large landscape of vacua. An intriguing possibility is that within some particular
landscapes, small values of the CC could be correlated with a low weak scale, so that the same
anthropic selection addresses both problems. A model of this type, in which the number density of
vacua is enhanced when the weak scale is low, was proposed in Ref. [52]. In this section we discuss
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Figure 6: Left: The blue curve depicts the form of the effective potential for φ as discussed in Sec. 3.
The green shaded region indicates the set of vacua yielding an acceptable low weak scale, while the
red regions represent vacua with unbroken EWSB or too large a weak scale. Right: A sketch of
a possible form for the distribution n(ρ0) discussed in the text. The green region here indicates
the range of ρ0 which can cancel the potential at the minima in the green region of the left figure
(low weak scale) to give a total CC ∼ 0 as required anthropically. Similarly the Λ0 values in the
red region can cancel the total CC when the weak scale is large. If the distribution n(ρ0) falls off
rapidly enough, then the CC is most likely to be canceled to zero for vacua in the green region,
with low weak scale.
another approach to achieving a correlation between a small CC and a small Higgs mass, using the
models we have discussed where the vacuum energy is maximized for low weak scale.
The anthropic argument for the smallness of the CC [53] relies on the observation that cosmo-
logical structure formation could not have occurred if the magnitude of the CC were larger than
some bound ρanth (assuming all other parameters, e.g. the primordial density fluctuations, are kept
fixed). In order to actually realize such a small CC, there must be some landscape of vacua with
a statistical distribution of CC values described by some number density n(ρ), such that there
exists at least one vacuum with sufficiently small CC, i.e. n(ρ = 0)ρanth & 1. To preserve the
anthropic argument in its simplest form, other low-energy parameters such as the expected dark
matter density should not vary significantly within this landscape.
Consider taking a “tensor product” of such a landscape of CC values with the landscape of Higgs
masses as discussed in Sec. 3. (Unlike the previous section let us not assume that stable vacua only
exist near the mountaintop where the weak scale is low.) The total cosmological constant will
then be the sum of a contribution from Vvac(φ) which is correlated with the Higgs mass, plus a
contribution ρ0 from the rest of the landscape, which is distributed according to some n(ρ0) as
above (independent of the Higgs mass). An anthropically favorable vacuum (small total CC) will
then have ρ0 ≈ −Vvac(φ), so for fixed φ the number density of viable vacua is n [−Vvac(φ)]. This
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 6. Anthropic selection of the CC would simultaneously solve the
hierarchy problem if there are a greater total number of viable vacua for small Higgs mass (green
regions in the plots of Fig. 6) than for large Higgs mass (red regions). The difference in vacuum
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energy between the maximum of the potential and the start of the red regions is of order λv4obs.
Since there are many more φ minima in the red regions than the green, selecting a small Higgs mass
requires that n(ρ0) fall off rapidly as ρ0 increases by ∼ λv4obs.
It remains to be determined whether such statistical behavior can be realized in a landscape
arising from a ultraviolet complete theory such as string theory. If we consider the simplest ansatze
for n(ρ0), an exponential or Gaussian distribution centered around some value Λ4UV of order the
cutoff, then requiring that there exist vacua with Λ ∼ 0 implies that the total number of vacua is
super-exponentially large, e.g. scaling as exp
(
Λ4UV
λv4obs
)
. This may be difficult or even impossible to
realize in a consistent ultraviolet completion. One could however imagine other (more complicated)
forms for n(ρ0). For example, if there are two sectors, one which scans the CC with a Gaussian
distribution with standard deviation ∼ λv4obs, and another which scans it uniformly in steps of order
λv4obs, so that the neighborhood of Λ ≈ 0 could be populated with the appropriate distribution
locally.
As is the case with the standard anthropic approach to the CC problem, the existence and
nature of the necessary landscape is not accessible to low-energy experiment. However, the solution
to the hierarchy problem in this scenario still relies on Vvac(φ) naturally having an extremum for
low weak scale, which is testable and falsifiable, e.g. as will be discussed for the MSSM example of
Sec. 5.
4.3 Exotic Mechanisms
In this section we discuss exotic approaches by which the Universe could settle to the maximum of
the quantum-corrected vacuum energy Vvac.
One way to realize the desired behavior for the classical zero-mode of the φ field would be to
reverse the sign of its kinetic term in the Lagrangian, i.e. make φ a ghost. The local maximum of
vacuum energy is then a stable attractor solution for the zero-mode of φ. Of course, ghost fields are
known to have catastrophic pathologies—classically, the vacuum is unstable to decay into negative
energy states, and quantum-mechanically there is violation of unitarity due to negative norm states.
It is unknown whether or how these pathologies can be resolved, and we will not address those valid
concerns here. Nevertheless, we find it amusing that the hierarchy problem in the SM can be solved
by the addition of a single ghost field.
Another exotic approach is the following remarkably minimal addition to the SM which does
not require the addition of any new degrees of freedom. To begin, let us define
Ω = 12
ˆ
d4xH2 (49)
which is the integral over spacetime of the scalar mass operator. Now consider the following exotic
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non-local contribution to the action,
Sexotic =
1
2M
4Ω2. (50)
We can rewrite this contribution by integrating in an auxiliary parameter which with foresight we
dub µ2, so the this contribution is equivalent to
Sexotic = −µ2 Ω− µ
4
2M4 . (51)
The first term is precisely a contribution to the Higgs mass. Let us for simplicity take the bare
Higgs mass parameter µ20 to be zero at tree-level. When we compute quantum corrections in this
theory, we obtain by analogy with Eq. (14)
V + ∆V + Vexotic = −∆M2µ2 + 12
(
µ2 + ∆µ2
)
H2 + µ
4
2L4M4 . . . , (52)
where ∆M2 and ∆m2 are defined as in Eq. (15) and L4 is the volume of spacetime which appears
because the auxiliary field is a spacetime zero mode. Again, we can apply the mass shift in Eq. (16),
but now we see that this induces new µ2-dependent terms that scale as µ2∆µ2/L4M4. In order for
these not to ruin the structure of the potential, we require these terms to be sufficiently small, so
M4 & ∆µ
2
µ2L4
, (53)
which gives a bound on the size of the original exotic operator.
If this condition is satisfied, then the auxiliary field µ2 has a potential of the same form as that
considered for the dynamical field φ, Vvac. Crucially, since µ2 is non-dynamical, its equations of
motion can set it to the maximum of Vvac simply because it is an extremum. While this behavior
may seem ghost-like, bear in mind that this auxiliary field is fictitious, and this is a roundabout way
of computing the physical effect of the exotic operator in Eq. (50). Note that a similar mechanism
has been discussed previously in the context of relaxing the CC using wormholes in Euclidean
quantum gravity [54].
5 Explicit SUSY Model and Experimental Consequences
Here we consider a realistic implementation of our proposal within an extension of the MSSM
featuring a scanning field φ. SUSY is a favorable setting for this approach to the hierarchy problem
for the usual reasons: it explicitly cuts off quadratically divergent loops and renders the weak scale
calculable in terms of the SUSY breaking masses, which are generated at some high SUSY messenger
scale Λ. However, as discussed in Sec. 2.3, adding the principle of scanning to an extremum of the
vacuum energy will allow the superpartners to be considerably heavier than in the MSSM, without
invoking any fine-tuning.
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5.1 Implementation in Extension of MSSM
Let us introduce φ as a chiral superfield which couples to the MSSM Higgs doublets in the super-
potential,
W = µ(φ)HuHd + · · · (54)
which defines an effective φ-dependent Higgsino mass parameter, µ(φ) = µ0 + yφφ. In the limit of
unbroken SUSY, φ will have zero bare potential even after quantum corrections. For brevity, we will
refer to this model here as the φMSSM. This model has the same field content as the NMSSM, i.e. a
single additional neutral chiral superfield. However we are interested in a very different parameter
regime than is usually considered for the NMSSM. For example we do not introduce any other
superpotential terms for φ such as a mass term (which is a technically natural choice due to SUSY
non-renormalization).
Regarding SUSY breaking, we assume as usual that it is communicated to the MSSM fields via
some messenger sector at a high scale Λ. The soft parameters are then evolved via the renormal-
ization group (RG) down from that scale to determine their low energy values. Moreover, we will
assume that φ does not couple directly to the messenger sector, so its SUSY-breaking potential
and couplings are zero at the high scale Λ. Nevertheless, starting from this boundary condition,
RG flow will generate a SUSY-breaking potential for φ, ∆Vvac(φ), as well as a soft trilinear scalar
couplings to the Higgs:
Vsoft = ∆Vvac(φ) + b(φ)HuHd + c.c. + · · · (55)
where b(φ) ≡ b0 + aφφ and aφ is the trilinear scalar coupling.
To simplify the discussion, we will assume that the coupling yφ is weak, so loops of φ or its
fermionic superpartner are negligible. Then for the purposes of RG flow, φ can be treated as a
background field, so the RG evolution of these effective parameters are exactly the same as in the
MSSM. That is, the beta functions for µ(φ) = µ0 + yφφ and b(φ) = b0 + aφφ obey the same RG
equations as µ and b in the MSSM. From this we can obtain the beta functions for the couplings
yφ and aφ,
16pi2 dyφ
d logQ = yφ
(
3y2t + 3y2b + y2τ − 3g22 −
3
5g
2
1
)
(56)
16pi2 daφ
d logQ = aφ
(
3y2t + 3y2b + y2τ − 3g22 −
3
5g
2
1
)
+ yφ
(
6atyt + 6abyb + 2aτyτ + 6g22M2 +
6
5g
2
1M1
)
(57)
where Q is the renormalization scale, and we employ the notation of Ref. [55] for the MSSM
parameters. Note that no other couplings of φ are generated in this limit. This is a reflection of
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the fact that µ and b do not enter into the RG evolution of any other MSSM parameters except the
CC because they are super-renormalizable and chiral symmetry breaking.
To begin, we compute the classical vacuum energy in the φMSSM arising from EWSB, Vvac,0(φ).
The scalar potential for the Higgs bosons and φ is
V (Hu, Hd, φ) = (|µ(φ)|2 +m2Hu)|Hu|2 + (|µ(φ)|2 +m2Hd)|Hd|2 (58)
− [b(φ)Hu ·Hd + c.c.] (59)
+ 18
(
g21 + g22
) (
|Hu|2 − |Hd|2
)2
+ 12g
2
2|H†u ·Hd|2 (60)
As usual, when computing the Higgs VEVs, the parameters here should be evaluated at a low
scale of order the superpartner masses. From the arguments of Sec. 2.1, we know that the vacuum
energy generated by integrating out the Higgs doublets will be zero for some range of φ and then
turn on at some critical value where EWSB occurs. The vacuum energy will be concave-down at
this boundary. Therefore, provided that the bare potential ∆Vvac(φ) has an appropriate slope near
this critical point, there will be a maximum in the total vacuum energy corresponding to a small
value for the Higgs VEVs, as depicted in Fig. 1.
When |µ(φ)|2 < 12
[√
4b(φ)2 +
(
m2Hd −m2Hu
)2 −m2Hd −m2Hu
]
, the above potential develops a
tachyonic instability and the Higgs fields acquire VEVs. As usual in the MSSM, tan β ≡ vu/vd and
the Z boson mass satisfy3
sin 2β(φ) = 2b(φ)
m2Hu +m2Hd − 2|µ(φ)|2
(61)
m2Z(φ) = −
m2Hd −m2Hu
cos 2β(φ) −m
2
Hu −m2Hd − 2|µ(φ)|2 (62)
Plugging these expressions into the tree-level Higgs potential yields the effective classical vacuum
energy in the EWSB vacuum,
Vvac,0(φ) =
1
2
1
g21 + g22
m4Z(φ) cos 2β(φ) < 0, (63)
which as expected from general arguments is negative. Note that at the critical boundary where
the Z boson mass vanishes, both the value and first derivative of Vvac,0 are zero, also as expected.
Next, we compute the φ-dependent quantum corrections to the vacuum energy, ∆Vvac(φ). As
noted earlier, we assume that φ has no bare potential at the SUSY messenger scale Λ. At low
energies the bare potential is then generated purely from RG running within the φMSSM. Just
as with the running of yφ and bφ, we can easily extract the RGE for the potential for φ in the
small yφ limit by considering the RGE for the CC in the MSSM (see e.g. Ref. [56]), treating φ as a
background field. This gives
3For simplicity, we assume throughout that m2Hu < m
2
Hd
, so cos 2β is negative.
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dd logQ∆Vvac(φ) =
1
4pi2
[(
m2Hu +m
2
Hd
)
|µ(φ)|2 + b (φ)2
]
+ · · · (64)
where the ellipses denote terms independent of φ. The RG-improved result for the potential is then
obtained by running the above equation, along with the RGEs for all MSSM parameters, starting
from the mediator scale Λ. The running masses of the stops, gauginos, etc. enter into the result for
∆Vvac through the RGEs of the Higgs soft parameters. As usual, in the absence of fine-tuning the
Higgs soft masses are expected to be not far below the stop and gaugino masses, particularly if the
messenger scale Λ is high so that there is considerable RG running.
The condition that the total vacuum energy is extremized with respect to φ can be expressed as
V ′vac,0(φ) + ∆V ′vac(φ) = 0 (65)
Given the SUSY breaking parameters at the mediation scale Λ, one can RG evolve to obtain
the quantum corrected vacuum energy and the Higgs potential parameters at a low scale, and then
compute the field value φmax where the vacuum energy is maximized. This condition then fixes the
effective MSSM parameters and in turn the scale of EWSB.
In Fig. 7, we show an example of the predictions of the φMSSM for the SUSY spectrum by
plotting contours of the possible values of the Higgsino mass parameter µ and the squark masses for
various values of the SUSY mediation scale Λ, while keeping the weak scale, tan β, the pseudoscalar
Higgs mass mA0 and the other low-energy SUSY parameters like the gaugino soft masses fixed.4
Just as in the regular MSSM, one can compute the level of fine-tuning in the φMSSM, quan-
tifying how much the prediction for the weak scale varies as the input parameters, i.e. the SUSY
parameters at the mediator scale Λ, are varied (Fig. 8). As claimed in Sec. 2.3, the SUSY masses can
considerably heavier in this model compared to the MSSM without introducing fine-tuning. This
can be understood as follows: suppose that some spectrum of SUSY particles is observed. This
can be fit using the regular MSSM, but the resulting parameters may be tuned, in the sense that
if an input parameter such as the high-scale value of m2H,u were varied, then the predicted Z mass
would change by a much larger fractional amount. Now consider interpreting the same spectrum
in terms of the φMSSM. The same input parameters are required; however if one imagines varying
a parameter such as m2H,u, then the background value of φ will have to change such that Eq. (65)
remains satisfied. Whenm2H,u is varied, the potential ∆Vvac obtained from running Eq. (64) will also
vary, by some amount which includes a loop factor suppression (though with log-enhancement from
running). So to preserve the relation V ′vac,0(φ) + ∆V ′vac(φ) = 0, the slope of Vvac,0 in Eq. (63), which
is approximately proportional to m2Z(φ), should also vary by the same loop-suppressed amount. So
4Here we do not impose the condition that the lightest Higgs boson mass is 125 GeV. As is well known, a fully
realistic SUSY model without very heavy stops etc. must involve some extension of the MSSM in order to achieve
the observed Higgs mass, e.g. Refs. [57, 58].
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Figure 7: Example of predictions for SUSY parameters in the φMSSM, from imposing the maximal
vacuum energy condition. For simplicity we take all squark soft mass parameters to be equal, i.e.
m2
Q˜i
= m2
U˜i
= m2
D˜i
≡ m2squark for all generations i, and plot this on the horizontal axis. The vertical
axis corresponds to the effective Higgsino mass parameter, µ ≡ µ(φmax). The contours indicate
the allowed values for µ and msquark for various values of the SUSY mediator scale Λ in GeV. The
other SUSY parameters are fixed at the low scale (1 TeV) as follows: tan β = 3, mA0 = 600 GeV,
M1 = M2 = 1 TeV, M3 = 3 TeV, m2L˜i = m
2
E˜i
= (1.5 TeV)2, ai = 0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Degree of fine-tuning for the parameter space depicted in Fig. 7, for both the φMSSM and
the regular MSSM, i.e. with µ a fixed input parameter (right). The low-energy SUSY parameters
are fixed as in Fig. 7, with the SUSY mediator scale at each point set to the value predicted
consistent with maximal vacuum energy. Only the region with 100 TeV < Λ < mPl is shown. In
the left plot the fine-tuning is computed by varying the soft parameters at the SUSY mediator scale
while also varying µ so as to satisfy the maximal vacuum energy condition Eq. (65), while in the
right plot µ is held fixed as the soft parameters are varied. The fine-tuning measure plotted here
is
√
Σi
(
d logm2Z
d log θi
)2
, where the variables θi range over m2Hu ,m2Hd , b0,m
2
Q,m
2
U ,M3 (as evaluated at the
high scale Λ).
despite the fact that varying m2H,u at fixed value of φ would cause m2Z to vary at tree-level, in the
φMSSM the field φ will adjust when m2H,u is varied so that m2Z(φ) varies by only a loop-suppressed
amount.
Fig. 8 shows contours of fine-tuning in the same slice of parameter space as Fig. 7. On the left
we show the actual fine-tuning of the φMSSM model. On the right we show how fine-tuned the
same spectrum would appear if interpreted within the regular MSSM, i.e. without allowing φ to
adjust when the input parameters are varied. In all regions of parameter space the φMSSM model
is much less tuned than the MSSM interpretation of the same spectrum. In particular, for the
parameters shown the φMSSM is essentially “untuned” when the mediation scale is relatively low
(compare to Fig. 7), since in this case there is less RG running and ∆Vvac is smaller.
In addition to addressing the hierarchy, the φMSSM can reproduce the other potential advan-
tages of TeV-scale SUSY. Gauge coupling unification for example proceeds just as in the MSSM,
since the new φ field is a singlet with small couplings. The prospects for a dark matter candidate
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improve: a pure Higgsino LSP can produce the observed DM abundance for mass ≈ 1 TeV [59],
which requires fine-tuning within the MSSM but can be relatively natural in the φMSSM (as in
Fig. 8(a)).
5.2 Collider Physics
The hypothesis of maximal vacuum energy has significant implications for collider searches for
SUSY. Traditional naturalness, which requires the Higgsinos to be not much above the weak scale
and the stops to be lighter than ∼ TeV, is strained by the strong bounds on squark production
from the LHC, see e.g. Refs. [60, 61]. This has motivated searches for so-called “natural SUSY”
spectra [62, 63], in which the stops are much lighter than the squarks of the first two generations,
but even this is highly constrained by searches for top-rich final states, for example Ref. [64, 65,
66, 67]. With the maximal vacuum energy hypothesis however, the Higgsino mass µ, the Higgs soft
parameters and the stop masses can all be roughly a loop factor higher than the natural MSSM
range without fine-tuning of parameters (as in Fig. 8(a)). Searches for SUSY at much higher mass
scales are therefore still motivated by naturalness in this context, and the possibilities for allowed
“natural” spectra are broader. For example, instead of requiring the stops to be much lighter than
the other squarks, one could have all the squarks approximately degenerate at mass scale of a few
TeV without incurring extreme tuning (as depicted in Fig. 8(a)), so naturalness no longer directly
implies top-rich final states. One class of searches that become particularly motivated are those
targeting “compressed” spectra, in which the LSP is relatively close in mass to the original pair-
produced superpartners so that the visible energy in the event is suppressed. Traditional MSSM
naturalness requires the Higgsino to be close to the weak scale, so that the LSP can be no heavier
than that; this condition is relaxed in the extremal vacuum energy context. Compressing the
spectrum often greatly weakens the bounds on superpartner masses (see e.g. Refs. [60, 61]), which
could even further reduce the tension between SUSY naturalness and current LHC null results.
The extremal vacuum energy condition eq. 65 implies a single “sum rule” constraint on the SUSY
parameters, including the SUSY mediation scale Λ (see e.g. Fig. 7). Directly testing this constraint
will require knowledge of the SUSY mediation scale which is likely out of reach of forseeable colliders
(though certain observables such as the width of a long-lived NLSP could provide hints). Instead,
given the low-energy SUSY parameters, one can predict the mediator scale assuming the maximal
vacuum energy hypothesis, as in Fig. 7. One can then determine whether the spectrum in question
is fine-tuned or not under this hypothesis (Figure 8(a)). A SUSY spectrum which is finely tuned
in terms of the standard MSSM (Figure 8(b)) but not tuned under the maximal vacuum energy
condition would be suggestive evidence for the latter hypothesis. Assuming no large hierarchies in
the SUSY breaking masses, the most relevant parameters for making this determination are the
Higgsino mass, the Higgs soft masses, and the stop and gluino masses.
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6 Conclusions
We have argued in this work that the observed value of the weak scale could potentially be explained
by a “principle of maximum vacuum energy.” The argument involves two independent points. The
first is that if the Higgs sector parameters are scanned by some background field φ, it is generic
for the vacuum energy as a function of this field to be maximized at a low value of the weak scale.
This was explored in generality in Sec. 2 and for a specific MSSM-like model in Sec. 5. The second
necessary ingredient for our argument is some mechanism to place the field at or near this local
maximum of vacuum energy. We proposed several distinct mechanisms to realize this in Sec. 4.
Most of these rely on the effect of the vacuum energy on cosmological evolution, i.e. they make use
of the fact that gravity is sensitive to the value of the vacuum energy and not just its gradients.
As in models of cosmological relaxation [13] or the model of Ref. [2], the mechanisms we have
discussed for placing the Universe in a vacuum with low weak scale act very early in cosmological
history (before or during inflation), and are thus not easily tested by experiment, though some
potential direct probes of the field φ were discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. However, independent of the
underlying mechanism, the assumption that the vacuum energy is maximized with respect to φ
gives testable predictions for TeV-scale physics, in the context of any model which predicts the
weak scale in terms of other observable parameters. In our approach the location of the maximum
of vacuum energy is determined by the radiative corrections to the potential of φ. These will arise
at two-loop from heavy states coupled to the Higgs (e.g. the top squark), or at one-loop from Higgs
“partners” (e.g. the Higgsino). In any particular model the masses of such states must satisfy some
additional “sum rule” constraint in order to maximize the vacuum energy. This constraint on the
parameter space, which is responsible for setting the weak scale to a low value, is experimentally
testable and falsifiable.
We have explored this constraint more quantitatively for a particular model in which φ scans
parameters of the MSSM (see e.g. Fig. 7). More generally however one could consider scanning
parameters within different models addressing the hierarchy problem, such as composite Higgs
models. As we have emphasized, our argument that the vacuum energy as a function of φ can have
a maximum for low weak scale applies for quite general choice of Higgs sector and parameters which
scan, provided that the potential Vvac(φ) is generated due to the couplings of φ to the Higgs sector.
Thus we expect that our approach can generically allow for higher scales for new physics in other
models which address the hierarchy problem, without requiring fine-tuning. It would be interesting
to explicitly realize the maximal vacuum energy approach in models besides the MSSM and explore
the resulting predictions.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3, in the absence of fine-tuning, the expected mass scale of new physics is
enhanced by at most a square root loop factor (∼ 4pi) when the maximal vacuum energy constraint is
imposed. This shifts the “target” for collider searches for new physics associated with the hierarchy
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problem towards the upper end of the LHC’s energy reach, or even into a range requiring a next-
generation ∼ 100 TeV collider. Discovering top partners etc. at these energy scales would usually
suggest that the weak scale is tuned. However, if the “principle of maximum vacuum energy” is
at work, then with the right model interpretation including a scanning φ one could experimentally
verify that the constraint of maximal vacuum energy is satisfied, and that the model is not actually
tuned when this constraint is imposed (as in Fig. 8). This would be highly suggestive that some
mechanism is indeed acting to maximize the vacuum energy with respect to φ, revealing a new
connection between the physics of the weak scale and cosmology in a scalar field landscape.
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A Solutions of the Modified Fokker-Planck Equation
In this appendix we consider solutions to the modified Fokker-Planck equation
∂P
∂t
= ∂
∂φ
[
H(φ)3
8pi2
∂P
∂φ
+ V
′(φ)
3H(φ)P
]
+ 3H(φ)P. (66)
We will first give the nearly-exact solution to this equation for a quadratic potential V (φ) = m2φ2/2,
and then discuss its relevance to the various scenarios described in Sec. 4.1. We will allow either
sign for m2 in this analysis. For m2 > 0, a stable solution centered at φ = 0 will exist if classical
rolling dominates over faster expansion of regions higher on the potential. For m2 < 0 the solution
is always decaying, but remains peaked at φ = 0 due to the faster expansion at that point. With
these results for quadratic potentials we can describe both the effect of the EWSB vacuum energy
∼ −g2φ2/λ as well the periodic bare potential M4 cosφ/f in certain limits.
Our analysis essentially follows that of Appendix B of Ref. [38] (which in turn draws on the
approach of Ref. [68] for solving the ordinary Fokker-Planck equation). As in Sec. 4.1, the Hubble
parameter can be expanded as H(φ) ≡ Hinf + 12 V (φ)Vinf Hinf = Hinf + 16
V (φ)
Hinfm2Pl
. Let us absorb the
φ-independent spacetime expansion due to Hinf by a redefinition P˜ (φ, t) ≡ P (φ, t) exp(3Hinft).
Furthermore, we will ignore the φ dependence of H in the diffusion and drift terms of the Fokker-
Planck equation, which is a good approximation since its fractional variation is small. Then the
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modified Fokker-Planck equation becomes
∂P˜
∂t
= H
3
inf
8pi2
∂2P˜
∂φ2
+ 13Hinf
∂
∂φ
[
V ′(φ)P˜
]
+ 12
V (φ)
Hinfm2Pl
P˜ (67)
As shown in Ref. [38], we can now make a field redefinition P˜ (φ, t) ≡ exp[−ν(φ)]ψ(φ, t) where
ν(φ) ≡ 4pi2V (φ)/3H4inf to obtain
− 4pi
2
H3inf
∂ψ
∂t
= −12
∂2ψ
∂φ2
+ 12
[
−ν ′′(φ) + ν ′(φ)2 − 3
m2Pl
ν(φ)
]
ψ (68)
which is a Wick-rotated version of the Schrödinger equation. In particular, for V (φ), ν(φ) ∝ φ2, it
resembles the Schrödinger equation for a harmonic oscillator. We can consider an eigenvalue decom-
position of the solutions, i.e. ψ(φ, t) ≡ ∑n cnψn(φ)e−Γnt where the eigenvalues Γn give decay rates
instead of frequencies. Then for V (φ) = 12m
2φ2, the ψn satisfy the time-independent Schrödinger
equation for a harmonic oscillator:
4pi2
H3inf
Γnψn = −12
∂2ψn
∂φ2
+
[
−2pi
2m2
3H4inf
+
(
8pi4m4
9H8inf
− pi
2m2
H4infm
2
Pl
)
φ2
]
ψn (69)
We can put this into a particularly familiar form with some redefinitions:
Enψn = −12
∂2ψn
∂φ2
+ 12ω
2φ2 (70)
ω2 ≡
(
4pi2m2
3H4inf
)2
(1− δ) δ ≡ 9H
4
inf
8pi2m2m2Pl
En ≡ 2pi
2m2
3H4inf
+ 4pi
2
H3inf
Γn (71)
For ω2 > 0 this has solutions localized around φ = 0, while ω2 < 0 indicates that φ = 0 is not
an attractor point for P (φ, t). Note that both possibilities can occur for m2 > 0, depending on
whether classical rolling or differential expansion dominates; the latter occurs if δ > 1. For m2 < 0
we always have ω2 > 0.
For ω2 > 0 the eigenvalues are the familiar En = (n+ 1/2)ω, giving decay rates
Γn = − m
2
6Hinf
+ H
3
inf
4pi2 ω(n+ 1/2) (72)
The late time behavior for ψ(φ, t) is dominated by the lowest eigenmode n = 0 with the lowest
decay rate, which has the same Gaussian profile as the ground state of the harmonic oscillator.
Changing back to P (φ, t), this steady-state solution is
P (φ, t→∞) ∝ exp(3Hinft) exp(−Γ0t) exp
[
−φ2/2σ2φ
]
(73)
σ2φ =
(
ω + 4pi
2m2
3H4inf
)−1
= 3H
4
inf
4pi2
(
|m|2√1− δ +m2
)−1
(74)
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Note that σ2φ is always positive for either sign of m2 (so long as ω2 is positive).
Since the decay rate eigenvalues for the quadratic potential have constant spacing ∆Γ = H
3
inf
4pi2 ω,
the typical relaxation time for a generic initial ψ(φ, t) to approach the steady-state solution is
τr ∼ ∆Γ−1 = 4pi2H3infω
−1. We can write this as
τr ∼ 8pi
2
3
m2Pl
H3inf
|δ|√
1− δ . (75)
Recall however that non-eternal slow-roll inflation can typically last for a maximum of m2Pl/H2inf
e-folds (Eq. (39)), i.e. a maximum time tmax ∼ m2Pl/H3inf . If we want to approach the steady-state
solution within such a period of inflation, we must have τr  tmax, or |δ|  1. We will focus on this
case in what follows. We then have τr ∼ Hinf/m2 (though as discussed below, for a more realistic
V (φ) some initial distributions will take longer to relax to the steady state).
Now let us consider the various limits of the above for both m2 > 0 and m2 < 0:
• m2 > 0: For δ < 1, P (φ, t) approaches a steady-state distribution with width σφ . H2inf/m
around the minimum of the potential. We have Γ0 ≈ 0 for small δ as probability is conserved
in the mPl → ∞ limit. For δ > 1 (m . H2inf/mPl) however, ω becomes negative indicating
that P (φ, t) is instead driven up the potential away from φ = 0.
• m2 < 0: For |δ|  1, the steady-state has width σφ ≈ 2mPl/
√
3, independent of m or Hinf .
For |δ|  1, we have σφ ∼
√
mPl/mHinf , which is  mPl for δ  1.
A general (smooth) potential V (φ) can be approximated by a quadratic in some neighborhood
of an extremum. The steady-state solutions discussed above are valid if the quadratic form remains
a good approximation over the width σφ.
However, the time required for an arbitrary initial distribution to approach this steady-state
can depend on the global shape of the potential.5 For example, suppose that V (φ) has a negative
quadratic form only up to some value ∼ φmax where a local minimum or “valley” forms. Then the
difference in expansion rate between φ = 0 and points lower on the potential is at most ∆H ∼
m2φ2max/Hinfm
2
Pl, rather than being unbounded as for a pure quadratic potential. Suppose that the
initial distribution for φ is centered at some O(1) distance towards the valley with some width σ0, e.g.
P (φ, t = 0) ∼ exp[−(φ−φmax)2/σ20]. Then in the limit of ignoring diffusion we can bound the time t
required for the region near φ = 0 to dominate by requiring the maximal differential expansion factor
e3∆Ht to win out over the initial suppression e−φ2max/σ20 , giving t & (Hinf/m2)(m2Pl/σ20). Thus the
above estimate of the time to approach the steady state, ∼ H/m2, actually only holds for σ0 & mPl
(though given this, we can take φmax  mPl). If the initial P (φ, t = 0) is very narrow, e.g. a delta
function, then it can diffuse out to width mPl after time ∼ m2Pl/H3inf , but this is comparable to the
5We thank the authors of Ref. [2], in particular Michael Geller, for bringing this to our attention and for the
essential points of the following argument.
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maximum duration of slow-roll inflation. In the Schrödinger equation approach, this breakdown
of the naïve relaxation time estimate occurs because the effective potential of Eq. (68) turns over
when the physical potential V (φ) deviates from a quadratic, creating a finite energy barrier rather
than an infinite harmonic well. This allows for eigenmodes localized away from φ = 0, which could
have large overlap with the initial distribution.
For this work we are also interested in how a perturbing periodic potential M4 cosφ/f (Sec. 3)
affects the solutions of the modified F-P equation. Ref. [38] explicitly considers solutions to the
F-P equation with a cosine potential; here we will reproduce their parametric results by taking
appropriate limits of the above results for a quadratic potential. The regions near minima or
maxima of the M4 cosφ/f potential can be approximated as quadratics with mass m2 = ±M4/f 2
respectively, though this breaks down of course for field ranges & f . We then have |δ| ∼ H4inf
M4
f2
m2Pl
.
Let us consider two parametric regimes that are of interest to us:
• M4  H4inf , f  mPl: In this case |δ|  1. The above solution for m2 > 0, δ  1 will be a
good approximation near the minima since σφ ∼ (Hinf/M)2 f  f . The solution for m2 < 0
will not be valid near the maxima however since in that case σφ ∼ mPl  f . So we expect
that P (φ, t) will accumulate around the minima of the potential, but not the maxima.
• M4  H4inf , f  mPl: In this case the quadratic approximations give σφ  f for both
attractor solutions, so they are not valid around either the minima or maxima. So the potential
is essentially negligible and P (φ, t) diffuses uniformly.
Therefore, so long as f  mPl, P (φ, t) will not localize around maxima of the cosine potential.
B Comparison to Other Models
Our approach of determining the weak scale as a point of extremal vacuum energy shares some
features with both the idea of cosmological relaxation [13] as well as the recent work of Geller,
Hochberg and Kuflik [2]. However, the actual principles determining the weak scale are quite
different in these models. In this section we will briefly review and compare these three approaches.
In all three models, the Higgs mass is assumed to be scanned linearly by some light field φ. In
the “relaxion” model [13], φ also has a QCD-axion-like coupling, which gives an effective potential
of ∼ f 2pim2pi(H) cos φf when EW symmetry is broken (where m2pi(H) is the pion mass, which depends
on the Higgs vev). The behavior of the vacuum energy in the relaxion model is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The QCD-axion-like potential (leftmost plot) turns on when the Higgs mass turns negative, creating
local minima. When a bare (H-independent) linear potential for φ is also included (middle plot),
the local minima only start appearing at some finite value of the weak scale (rightmost plot). Given
a long period of cosmic inflation, the weak-scale minima can be cosmological attractors as φ will
slow-roll to them starting from any point higher up the potential.
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Figure 9: Illustrative sketch of the contributions to the φ potential in the relaxion model [13]. A
QCD-axion-like potential (left) turns on in the region where the Higgs mass becomes negative.
After including some bare H-independent potential (middle), the total vacuum energy can have
weak-scale minima as an attractor region.
The key ingredient distinguishing relaxion models from the approach we have taken is the
highly nonlinear, oscillatory response of the vacuum energy when the Higgs vev turns on. This
occurs because the QCD axion coupling ∝ cosφ/f violates our assumption in section Sec. 2 that
the scanning of the Higgs sector parameters by φ can be linearized, so the result in Eq. (8) indicating
that the vacuum energy is concave down does not apply. Note that the periodic and non-periodic
potentials for φ play opposite roles in our model compared to the relaxion. In our work we invoke
an oscillatory bare potential for φ in order to create local minima (Sec. 3); however this potential
is H-independent, and the value of the weak scale is determined by the position of the maximum
in vacuum energy that develops in response to EWSB (Fig. 1). In contrast, relaxion models must
avoid any bare, H-independent periodic potential for φ, as this could stop the relaxion’s rolling
before it reaches the region where EWSB is broken.
The model of Ref. [2] is more similar to our approach in that it arranges for a maximum of the
vacuum energy to arise at low weak scale due to a phase transition. The phase transition invoked in
Ref. [2] is not however electroweak symmetry breaking, but rather a first-order phase transition in
some new scalar a. The field a is assumed to have a QCD-axion-like coupling giving a H-dependent
potential ∼ f 2pim2pi(H) cos af , plus some additional bare potential, just as in the relaxion. Ref. [2]
assumes that the intial values of φ and a are such that the weak scale is large and a is trapped
in a metastable vacuum created by QCD-axion-like potential. As the weak scale scans to lower
values (through random-walking of φ during inflation), this potential weakens until it no longer
traps a, causing a first-order phase transition when a becomes free to roll to its global minimum.
The effective shape of the vacuum energy in this model is sketched in Fig. 9. The leftmost plot
shows the discontinuous drop in energy as the weak scale is lowered due to the first-order phase
transition. Adding some bare potential for φ as in the middle plot, the total vacuum energy can
have a maximum at the point of the a phase transition (rightmost plot), which can be arranged to
occur for low weak scale.
Both Ref. [13] and Ref. [2] make use of the QCD axion potential, ∼ f 2pim2pi(H) cos φf , which
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Figure 10: Illustrative sketch of the contributions to the φ potential in the model of Geller, Hochberg
and Kuflik [2]. There is a discontinuous drop in the vacuum energy as the weak scale is lowered due
to a first-order phase transition in the field a. With the addition of a bare φ potential, the point of
the phase transition becomes a maximum of vacuum energy.
vanishes when EW symmetry is unbroken. It is technically natural to have no bare, H-independent
coefficient for cos φ
f
in the potential, since in the SM a chiral symmetry is restored when EW
symmetry is unbroken. However, in both Ref. [13] and Ref. [2], the fields with axion-like couplings
scan the strong CP angle θ like the usual QCD axion, but the additional non-periodic terms in the
potential spoil the usual prediction that θ = 0 at the potential minima. Instead the first minima
correspond to θ ≈ ±pi/2. To avoid this prediction for the strong CP angle, other variations of
the relaxion framework invoke other BSM physics to produce a coupling of cos φ
f
to H. In order
to avoid generating a large H-independent cosφ/f potential this new physics generically cannot
be very heavy; for example in the “non-QCD” model of Ref. [13], the new states are a sector of
vectorlike leptons with large couplings to the Higgs and masses less than a TeV. This may be
compared to the parametrics for the scale of BSM physics in our approach as outlined in Sec. 2.3
or discussed in a specific SUSY context in Sec. 5. The actual role of TeV-mass BSM states is of
course very different in our framework, where their spectrum directly determines the value of the
weak scale.
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